
What are our clients saying about us?
 

 Dialogue's remote interpreting solution saved us hundreds of thousands of pounds in the rollout
of our new ERP system globally!

 
 

Chat-GPT, MT, TTS, VR learning, the metaverse...Keeping up
with and choosing how to use the latest tech without burning
your fingers can be stressful. As your language partner,
Dialogue will help you make the right tech choices for your
needs and business - without cutting out the all important
human in perfecting your end product or achieving your goal.

Whilst keeping you up-to-date with the latest trends and how
to use them to your advantage, you can still count on the
delivery of tailored services with that human touch. There will
always be a need for humans to create stand-out-from-the-
generic-crowd transcreated marketing copy. And humans to
ultimately educate, refine and keep AI in check. 

EMBRACING CHANGE: TECH & AI 

PHRASE TMS
 

Sophisticated translation tool
 CMS integration

 Translation memory function
 Human PMs behind pletform

MACHINE TRANSLATION
 

TM & glossary refinement
Save 50% + 

 60+ translation engines 
Post-edited by a human

 

AUTOMATED SERVICES
 

Auto-captions & voiceovers 
 AI generated transcription
Edited by a human linguist

Save time & money
 

ED-TECH PLATFORM: KUDOS
 

Blended learning
Study on-demand

Videos, exercises, webinars
Human ROI assessments

What can Dialogue help you do?

www.dialogueuk.com +44 (0) 1865 596980 

ALWAYS WITH A HUMAN TOUCH

SIT BACK
 Initiate, not drive

 Let tech & PM do the leg work
Achieve intended results

KEEP IT HUMAN 
Engaging trainers

 Friendly PM support
 Post-editing all AI content

SPEED THINGS UP
Quicker turnaround times

 More efficient translation process
 Instant online learning

CMS INTEGRATION
Customise API plug-ins
Secure transfer of files

No more copying & pasting
 

CHOOSE TECH
Understand latest tech options

Mitigate risk
Find best solution for job

REDUCE COSTS 
Get discounts on TM matches
 Cut down on travel expenses

 Find budget-sensitive solutions
 
 

translations@dialogueuk.com 

https://www.instagram.com/dialogueuk_/
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